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During rest, the cerebral cortex displays rich, coordinated patterns of spontaneous activity. The mechanism that shapes these
patterns is largely unknown. Here we demonstrate that a Hebbian-like, sustained process plays a role in focusing these coherent
patterns. Human subjects used an fMRI-based neurofeedback (NF) paradigm to intensely activate the dorsal anterior cingulate
cortex for a single epoch (30 min). Resting-state correlations between all of the cortical voxels’ BOLD time courses (functional
connectivity) were mapped before, immediately after, and one day after the NF session. We found that the single epoch of cortical
activation induced a lasting restructuring of the functional connections according to a Hebbian-like rule. Therefore, the change
(increase and decrease) in functional connectivity strength of cortical voxels during rest reflected the level of their prior coacti-
vation during the NF epoch. Interestingly, the effect was significantly enhanced 1 d after the NF activation epoch. The effect was
evident in each subject individually, indicating its potential as a diagnostic window into the personal history of prior brain
activations of both healthy and abnormal individuals.

Introduction
Even when subjects rest with eyes closed, the cerebral cortex dis-
plays a complex pattern of coordinated BOLD-fMRI “resting-
state” activity. A remarkable feature of this activity is its organized
nature (Greicius et al., 2003; Nir et al., 2006; Golland et al., 2008;
Biswall, 2010; Mennes et al., 2010; Power et al., 2010; Shirer et al.,
2011). Therefore, the correlation structures of spontaneous fluc-
tuations follow the outlines of well known cortical networks
(Greicius et al., 2003; Nir et al., 2006; Golland et al., 2008; Biswall,
2010; Power et al., 2010) and show a consistent interhemispheric
connectivity (Nir et al., 2008). Despite a large body of research,
the mechanism that underlies the spatial patterning of this spon-
taneously coordinated activity is still unknown. It has been dem-
onstrated that cortical activation could restructure resting-state
activity immediately after task performance (Albert et al., 2009;
Lewis et al., 2009; Stevens et al., 2010; Tambini et al., 2010;

Eryilmaz et al., 2011; Riedl et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2012;
Urner et al., 2013) or even at longer periods afterward
(Taubert et al., 2011). However, the reported effects were
mixed. For example, although Tambini et al. (2010) reported
enhanced correlations after training in memory-related net-
works, Lewis et al. (2009) reported increased anticorrelations
in visual to frontal cortex connectivity. We hypothesize that
both increases and decreases in functional connectivity (FC)
may be considered as two complementary aspects of a single
cortical mechanism. We propose that the restructuring of
resting-state connectivity follows a Hebbian-like learning
rule. In Hebb’s original formulation (Hebb, 1949), neuronal
assemblies are generated through their successful coactiva-
tions. However, as both subsequent theoretical and experi-
mental research has demonstrated in animal models, the
complementary Hebbian modification is equally important
and prevalent; that is, when activity between cortical neurons
is decorrelated or even anticorrelated, the Hebbian-learning
rule leads to a corresponding decrease in connectivity between
the decorrelated neurons (Artola et al., 1990; Markram et al.,
1997). Here we tested this hypothesis using an fMRI-based
neurofeedback (NF) training method, which is known to produce
strong activations resulting in significant brain-behavior changes
even after a single session (Weiskopf et al., 2004; DeCharms et al.,
2005; Johnston et al., 2010; Scharnowski et al., 2012). We trained
subjects to enhance activity in the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex
(dACC), an area implicated in volitional behavior (Rushworth et
al., 2004; Holroyd and Coles, 2008). This protocol was chosen
with the intent that a reorganization after such training may be
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potentially valuable if applied to patients suffering from voli-
tional impairments (Levy and Dubois, 2006). Rest scans preceded
and followed the NF training, enabling us to determine the nature
of resting-state FC restructuring.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Twenty healthy subjects, all research students and research fellows
(five females; mean age, 30.5 � 4.5 years [range, 26–46]) participated in the
experiment. All participants were right-handed, had normal hearing and
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and provided written informed con-
sent for their participation. The Hertzog hospital ethics committee approved
the experimental protocols.

Tasks and stimuli. The experiment was conducted in three separate
days, with the last two days being consecutive (Fig. 1). On the first day,
subjects were scanned while resting (6 min) and subsequently underwent
a real-time fMRI NF training session (30 min), after which they were
again scanned during rest (6 min). On the following day, the subjects
were scanned once more while at rest (6 min). Subjects’ eyes were closed
and covered during all scans.

Localizer. To localize the dACC region to be enhanced during training
(see below), subjects performed two localizer tasks involving self-
initiation and volitional behavior, which were shown to activate this
region (Rushworth et al., 2004; Holroyd and Coles, 2008; Mostofsky and
Simmonds, 2008; Preminger et al., 2011).

A self-initiated action task (Preminger and Harmelech, 2008) con-
sisted of intermittent blocks of voluntary action and blocks of deter-
mined action (60 s blocks of each condition) separated by rest periods (14
s). During the voluntary blocks, subjects viewed changing stimuli and, at
the time of their choosing, could freely perform actions that have rewards
and costs. The determined (control) game was similar to the voluntary
game in actions, stimuli, and their timing, but the actions were deter-
mined by external stimuli. Voluntary and determined periods were pre-
sented in blocks of 60 s, interleaved with each other, with 14 s blocks of
black screen in between.

A self-initiated thought task (Preminger et al., 2011) consisted of seven
blocks of volitional prospection in which subjects were asked to think
about initiating a new project in their research (Preminger et al., 2011)
intermittently with rest periods (40 and 20 s, respectively) and blocks of
reciting or recalling externally oriented content such as reciting the al-
phabet, the national anthem, or place imagery of a familiar place.

Neurofeedback training. On a subsequent day (average 2.6 � 0.54 d
later), the subjects underwent an rtfMRI NF (Weiskopf et al., 2004; DeC-
harms et al., 2005; Johnston et al., 2010) session. The NF session con-
sisted of 3 runs, with each run constituting a 7.5 min scan that included
blocks of “dACC elevation” and rest (Fig. 1). For the dACC-elevating
condition, subjects were given a general cognitive strategy (“volitional
prospection,” i.e., “think about initiating a new project in your re-
search”) that is known to activate this region (Preminger et al., 2011).
Each block lasted 40 s and was followed by a 20 s rest period, both marked
by brief (�1 s) auditory cues. During each run, subjects were provided
with ongoing auditory feedback, a tone 2000 ms in length at every repe-

tition time (TR) point, the pitch of which indi-
cated the level of activity in the target region of
interest (ROI) out of seven levels. For each TR,
baseline was calculated by extracting the mini-
mum and maximum values from a sliding win-
dow of the last 10 time points and subtracting
them to calculate the dynamic activation range.
The activation range was multiplied by 1.1 in
case the activation level at a given time point
exceeded that range. The relative level of activ-
ity was calculated as the ratio between the av-
erage ROI value for the given time point minus
the minimum value, and the baseline as fol-
lows: given TR value � min/1.1(max � min).
Both the auditory cues and the real-time feed-
back were provided via headphones. Auditory
feedback was chosen after a few pilot experi-
ments with different types of feedback (two

types of visual, auditory, and bimodal) were done. The feedback that
yielded the best results (at least for this ROI) was the auditory feedback.
The subjects also reported such auditory feedback to be less interfering
with their mental strategy while being salient enough as feedback/for
monitoring.

Rest scans. All the subjects were scanned during rest (6 min) at three
time points of the experiment: before, immediately after, and 24 h after
the NF session. The instruction to the subjects was as follows: “please rest.
You can let your mind wander freely and think about whatever you’d
like, except for the NF strategy.” After each rest scan, the subjects were
asked to give a description of their thought content during that scan.

Reports. After each resting and NF scan, the subjects were asked to
freely describe their thought content/strategy during that scan. In addi-
tion, for the NF scans only, the subjects completed a questionnaire with
four categories of questions regarding their experience during the dACC-
elevating condition. The categories included experiences of: control (e.g.,
“to what extent did you feel you were controlling your thoughts?”), self
(e.g., “to what extent were your thoughts self-oriented”), success (e.g.,
“to what extent did you find yourself successful”), and modality (e.g., “to
what extent were your thoughts visual”). A 5-point scale was used for this
rating, for which 1 � not at all and 5 � a lot. Category-specific question-
naires were limited to the NF scan to minimize external induction of
thought processes during the resting scans.

The subjects’ free reports after the resting state scans could be divided
(Buckner and Carroll, 2007) into two main content categories (1) “self-
projection,” which included episodic memory and planning (examples
of subjects’ descriptions in this category are as follows: “I remembered a
dinner with friends from the past weekend”; “I thought about what I
need to get from the market”; and (2) “here and now,” which included
such things as “I was concentrating on the noise of the magnet” and “I
was concentrating on sensory aspects of the blanket on my body and the
headphones over my ears.” A prominent category of such “here and
now” thoughts consisted of repetitive inner speech such as “I was count-
ing my breaths” or “I was repeating a mantra.” These subjects will be
referred to as the “repetitive speech” group in the following text. We used
a blind scoring procedure, in which the reports from the three resting-
state periods were intermixed. Ten naive raters who were unaware of
which report belonged to which resting state independently rated the
similarity between these reports and the reports of thoughts used during
the NF period. The rating involved a 5-grade scale for which 1 � very
similar and 5 � very different. The instruction to the raters was simply to
“rate the similarity of rest reports with NF reports on a scale of 1 to 5,
1 being very similar and 5 being very different.” No strategy was given.
Cronbach’s � coefficient was calculated as a measure of internal consis-
tency/interrater reliability of these content ratings.

Imaging setup. The scans were performed on a 3T Trio Magnetom
Siemens scanner, at the Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel.
The 3D T1-weighted anatomical images were acquired with high-
resolution 1 mm slice thickness (3D MP-RAGE sequence, TR � 2300 ms,
TE � 2.98 ms, 1 � 1 � 1 mm voxels). BOLD contrast was obtained with
gradient echo planar imaging sequence (TR � 2000 ms, TE � 30 ms, flip

Figure 1. Experimental protocol. The experiment included two stages. On the first day, the subjects underwent an rt-fMRI NF
session (30 min, dark blue epoch) and were scanned during rest before and after (6 min, dark gray epochs). The NF session included
three NF runs (10 min each); each run consisted of blocks of dACC-elevation conditions (40 s, light blue epochs) alternated with rest
periods (20 s, light gray epochs). During the NF sessions, auditory feedback was continuously provided via headphones. On the
second day, the subjects were scanned during rest again (6 min, gray epoch). Subjects were scanned with closed and covered eyes
and all epochs were indicated by brief (�1 s) auditory cues (pink epochs, marked by arrows).
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angle � 90°, FOV 240 mm, matrix size 80 � 80,
scanned volume � 35 axial slices of 4 mm
thickness, no gap, 3 � 3 � 4 mm voxels, ante-
rior commissure–posterior commissure).

Data analysis and preprocessing. RtfMRI data
were analyzed with the “Turbo Brain-voyager”
and “Brain-voyager” software packages (Brain
Innovation) and with complementary in-
house software. The first two images of each
functional scan were discarded to allow for
T1-equilibration effects. The functional im-
ages were superimposed on 2D anatomic im-
ages and incorporated into the 3D datasets
through trilinear interpolation. The cortical
surface in a Talairach coordinate system (Ta-
lairach and Tournoux, 1988) was recon-
structed for each subject from the 3D-spoiled
gradient echo scan. Data were corrected for
slice-dependent time shifts for each volume
and 3D head motion. Motion parameters gen-
erated in the latter process were used later as
nuisance regressors in the general linear model
(GLM) and correlation analyses. fMRI images
from the localizer tasks and the NF session
were spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel
with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
4 mm. Temporal filtering of linear trends was
performed to account for LF noise (e.g., scan-
ner drift). All regressors were modeled as
box-car functions convolved with the hemody-
namic response function. A hemodynamic lag
of 3– 6 s was assumed and verified for each sub-
ject. The analysis was performed indepen-
dently for the time course of each individual
voxel. After computing the coefficients for all
regressors, a Student’s t test between coeffi-
cients of different conditions (e.g., dACC ele-
vation vs rest) was performed. Multisubject analysis was based on a
random-effect GLM (Friston et al., 1999). The multisubject func-
tional maps were projected on an inflated or unfolded Talairach-
normalized brain. Significance levels were calculated taking into account
the minimum cluster size and the probability threshold of a false detec-
tion of any given cluster. This was accomplished by a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation (cluster-level statistical threshold estimator in “Brain-voyager”)
using the combination of individual voxel probability thresholding. The
probability of a false-positive detection per image was determined from
the frequency count of cluster sizes within the entire cortical surface (NF
session had a threshold of 184 voxels, the self-initiated thought localizer
task had a threshold of 183 voxels, and the self-initiated action localizer
task had a threshold of 118 voxels; � was set at 0.05 throughout). Spatial
smoothing with a Gaussian kernel with an FWHM of 8 mm was used for
all multisubject maps.

Definitions of ROIs. NF session target ROI (left dACC) was defined indi-
vidually for each subject as the region of overlap (r � 15 mm) between the
self-initiated action and the self-initiated thought task activations. Neutral
ROI (left middle frontal gyrus) was defined individually for each subject as a
region (r � 15 mm) neighboring the NF target ROI that was not activated
during the NF. The second most activated ROI (left inferior parietal lobule
[IPL]) was defined individually for each subject as a region (r � 15 mm) that
was the second most activated during the NF (the first being the target ROI in
dACC). The group-level ROIs are shown for presentation purposes in the

figures; however, for the actual calculations, measurements from individu-
ally defined subjects’ ROIs were used for all the analyses.

Statistical analysis of behavioral measures. Correlations of subjects’ re-
ports with fMRI data were performed using nonparametric Spearman’s
rank order tests. FDR correction for multiple comparisons was done
according to the Benjamini-Hochberg method (Benjamini and Hoch-
berg, 1995). � was set at 0.05.

FC maps. After preprocessing, the fMRI data from the rest runs were
subjected to additional processing steps, as described previously (Fox et
al., 2005; Vincent et al., 2006; Van Dijk et al., 2010), before FC analysis of
low-frequency BOLD fluctuations. First, a temporal bandpass filter was
applied to the atlas aligned BOLD data, retaining signal within the fre-
quency range of 0.009–0.08 Hz. Data were then spatially smoothed with a
Gaussian kernel (FWHM � 4 mm). Sources of variance of noninterest were
then removed from the data by regression of nuisance variables (in addition
to first temporal derivatives of each), including: the six motion parameters
obtained during the motion correction procedure, the mean signal from the
lateral ventricles, and the mean signal from a region within the deep cerebral
white matter.

To perform the FC analysis, seed time series were sampled, averaged,
and z-transformed for all voxels in the NF peak activation ROI (see ROI
definition for details). The resulting time series were then used as predic-
tor after removal of the auto-regression factor model in a single-subject
GLM. A second-level random effect analysis was then performed to de-
termine brain areas that showed significant FC with the NF peak ROI

Figure 2. Localizer tasks. Activity maps for the self-initiation of action task and for the self-initiation of thought task in green
and yellow, respectively. Activity maps from multisubject (n � 20), random-effect GLM analysis (corrected for multiple compar-
isons) are presented in lateral (A) and medial (B) inflated and unfolded (C) format. Color scale indicates statistical significance.
Overlap is indicated in red with black contour. CS indicates central sulcus; SFS, superior frontal sulcus; CinS, cingulate sulcus; LTC,
lateral temporal cortex; IFS, inferior frontal sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; LS, lateral sulcus; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; LH,
left hemisphere; RH, right hemisphere; M, medial; L, lateral; A, anterior; P, posterior.

Table 1. Summary of all indices used in the analyses including their definitions, how they were calculated, and where they are used

Index name Definition Calculation Where used

Increment in FC Change/difference in dACC resting-state FC dACC FC in second rest � dACC FC in first rest Figure 4, Figure 5
CI Global correlation per voxel Average correlation per voxel of all its TC correlations with all other voxel TCs Figure 7A
Disparity index Change/difference in CI Two-tailed paired t test between CI values in second and first rest Figure 7B
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across all subjects during the experiment. To perform a two-tailed paired
t test to determine significant voxel-by-voxel correlation differences be-
tween the rest periods, the correlation coefficients were converted to z
values using Fisher’s r-to-z transformation to improve normality. The
resulting t values were projected onto a representative individual’s corti-
cal surface, forming FC disparity maps. A correction for multiple com-
parisons was performed by calculating the probability of a false positive
from the frequency count of cluster sizes within the entire cortical surface
using a Monte Carlo simulation as noted above (the presession rest had a
threshold of 181 voxels, the postsession rest had a threshold of 185 voxels,
and the day-after-session rest had a threshold of 176 voxels; � was set at
0.05 throughout). Spatial smoothing with a Gaussian kernel with an
FWHM of 8 mm was used for all multisubject maps.

Hebbian-like sharpening analysis. To examine the quantitative rela-
tionship between the cortical activation during the NF and the changes in
resting-state FC, a whole cortex analysis was conducted as follows. For
each subject and each cortical voxel, the level of its coactivation with the
target ROI (Fig. 5B) during the NF training was calculated. The relation-
ship between this coactivation level and the increment in FC (Table 1) 1 d

after the training was then plotted. The signif-
icance of each scatter plot was determined by a
two-tailed Student’s t test. To avoid overesti-
mation of the p-value due to the spatial
smoothing of the data, the analysis was also
performed on unsmoothed data. Before com-
paring the effect immediately after the NF ses-
sion to 1 d after the NF session, the correlation
coefficients were converted to z values using
Fisher’s r-to-z transformation to improve nor-
mality and then a two-tailed paired t test was
performed to determine significant differences
between the immediate and latent effects. The
same procedure was performed for the com-
parison between the effects of the target ROI
(dACC) and the second most activated ROI
(IPL).

Global FC: single-subject correlation index.
For each subject’s functional scan, the time
course of each cortical voxel was trans-
formed to units of percentage signal change,
correlated with the time courses of all other
cortical voxels, and then the correlations
were averaged for each voxel. Voxels with a
mean signal intensity level lower than 100
were discarded as noise, because regions out-
side the brain show similar values. This pro-
cedure (Fig. 7A, modified from Salomon et
al., 2011) yielded a single correlation index
(CI) per voxel (Table 1), which represented
the degree of correlation between the voxel
and all other cortical voxels. The CIs of all
cortical voxels were then presented in corti-
cal map form.

Global FC: group-level analysis and disparity
index. For each voxel, the average CI was com-
puted separately for each rest period by averag-
ing the CIs of that voxel between all the
subjects. Coregistration of the subjects’ voxel
space was done in the Talairach coordinate sys-
tem (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) on the 3D
volume space. The resulting averaged voxel
correlations were then projected onto a repre-
sentative individual’s cortical surface. Dispar-
ity indices (Table 1) were computed to
measure the degree of difference between the
rest periods in terms of the average CI of each
voxel. The gray matter cortical voxels of all sub-
jects were intersected and the correlation coef-
ficients were converted to z values using
Fisher’s r-to-z transformation to improve nor-

mality. The CIs of all voxels were then extracted and a two-tailed paired
t test was performed to determine significant voxel-by-voxel correlation
differences between the rest periods. The resulting t values were projected
onto a representative individual’s cortical surface, forming FC disparity
maps. These maps show voxels in which the presession rest period had
significantly higher FC than the day-after-session rest period. A correc-
tion for multiple comparisons was performed by calculating the proba-
bility of a false positive from the frequency count of cluster sizes within
the entire cortical surface using a Monte Carlo simulation as noted above
(threshold of 180 mm 2, � set at 0.05).

Results
Brain activity during rtfMRI-NF session
Brain activity during the tasks localizing the dACC is depicted in
Figure 2. For each subject, the region that was chosen for the NF pro-
cedure was the overlapping activation in the two tasks in the dACC
(arrow, overlap in red, for details, see Materials and Methods).

Figure 3. NF session. A, Activity maps for the NF session dACC-elevating versus rest. Activity maps from multisubject
(n � 20), random-effect GLM analysis (corrected for multiple comparisons) are presented in lateral (L) and medial (M)
inflated format. Color scale indicates statistical significance. Yellow-orange regions represent areas that were preferen-
tially activated in the dACC-elevating blocks, whereas blue-green regions represent areas that were preferentially acti-
vated during rest. The NF target ROI (dACC, defined for each subject individually, see Materials and Methods) is indicated
by red contour and arrow. LH indicates left hemisphere; RH, right hemisphere; M, medial; L, lateral; A, anterior; P, posterior;
CS, central sulcus; SFS, superior frontal sulcus; CinS, cingulate sulcus; LTC, lateral temporal cortex; IFS, inferior frontal
sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; LS, lateral sulcus; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; P, posterior. B, Example NF time course
from the dACC for a typical subject. Blue and gray epochs represent dACC-elevating blocks and
rest periods, respectively. C, Average activity from dACC for dACC-elevating condition for each NF run. Asterisks denote
statistical significance relative to rest baseline. Error bars indicate SEM. *p � 0.05. D, Correlation between subjects’ dACC
BOLD activation and their reports regarding their NF strategy (corrected for multiple comparisons). Asterisk denotes
statistical significance. *p � 0.05. For the questionnaire details, see Materials and Methods.
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Figure 3 depicts the results of the NF experiment (see Materi-
als and Methods). Figure 3B shows an example time course in one
such session obtained from the target dACC ROI showing the
successful BOLD activation during NF periods. The effect was
robust and consistent across subjects, as depicted in the group
map (Fig. 3A). High activation in the target ROI (arrow), as well
as some additional regions in prefrontal, parietal, and temporal
cortices (the IPL, superior frontal gyrus, middle frontal gyrus,
and middle temporal gyrus) likely overlapping the default mode
network, can be seen. Cross-scan analysis revealed a significant
NF activation, with similar activation levels as the session pro-
gressed (Fig. 3C). Figure 3D depicts subjects’ reports of experi-
ence during the NF (see questionnaire details in Materials and
Methods), with experience of control over thought being signif-
icantly correlated with level of activation.

Resting-state FC changes after rtfMRI-NF
Our central focus was the possible changes in FC–resting-state
correlations associated with the NF target ROI after the NF ses-
sion. Figure 4A–C depicts the FC of the NF target ROI before,
immediately after (�2 min), and 1 d after (24 h later) the NF
session. As is evident even by a qualitative inspection, the ana-
tomical spread of FC was reduced after the NF session and this
spread constricted further 1 d after the NF session. Figure 4D, E
show statistical analysis of the difference (two-tailed paired t test)
in FC before versus immediately after and before versus 1 d after
the NF session, respectively. The contours on top of these dispar-
ity maps represent the activity during the NF session. The overlap
displayed shows a decrease in FC in regions that were inactivated
during the NF session as opposed to an increase in the activated

Figure 4. Resting-state FC changes after the NF session. Resting-state FC maps for the NF target ROI (defined per-subject, indicated by red contour and arrow), before (A), immediately after (B),
and 1 d after (C) the NF session. All maps are multisubject (n � 20) and corrected for multiple comparisons. Comparing the maps from B and C showed that the effect was significantly stronger on
the second day ( p � 0.001). D, Statistical analysis (two-tailed paired t test) of the difference in FC immediately after the NF session. E, Statistical analysis (two-tailed paired t test) of the difference
in FC 1 d after the NF session. Color scale indicates significance. Red and blue contours represent activation and inactivation during the NF session, respectively. LH indicates left hemisphere; RH, right
hemisphere; M, medial; L, lateral; A, anterior; P, posterior; CS, central sulcus; SFS, superior frontal sulcus; CinS, cingulate sulcus; LTC, lateral temporal cortex; IFS, inferior frontal sulcus; IPS,
intraparietal sulcus; LS, lateral sulcus; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex.
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regions. To examine the quantitative relationship between the
cortical activation during the NF and the changes in resting-state
FC, we conducted a whole cortex analysis (see Materials and
Methods). For each subject and each cortical voxel, we calculated
the level of its coactivation with the target ROI (Fig. 5B) during
the NF training. We then plotted the relationship between this
coactivation level and the increment in FC (Table 1) 1 d after the
training. We found a highly significant correlation that was consis-
tently evident in every subject who participated in the study. To
represent this consistency across individuals, the scatter-plots are
presented as a “gallery” of individual subjects (Fig. 5A). It is evident
that in every subject who underwent training, there was a highly

significant (p�0.005) relationship between
the level of coactivation during the NF train-
ing and connectivity increment (or decre-
ment) in the resting-state connectivity. To
avoid overestimation of the p-value due to
the spatial smoothing of the data, the analy-
sis was also performed on unsmoothed data.
The p-values reported are the more conser-
vative estimates. Furthermore, the results
remained significant (p � 0.05) even after
reducing the number of degrees of freedom
by a conservative fivefold.

Comparing these correlations for the
rest period immediately after the training
(mean 0.49 � 0.02, p � 0.01) and the one
1 d after the training showed that the ef-
fect was significantly stronger on the sec-
ond day (p � 0.001, with only 1 subject of
20 showing the opposite trend).

Relationship of FC change to
NF activation
We also examined whether the relationship
between NF coactivation and resting-state
FC modulation was dependent on individ-
ual subjects’ success in activating the NF tar-
get ROI during the training. The results are
depicted in Figure 5C, in which the level of
FC “Hebbian sharpening” (reflected in the
individual correlation coefficients of the
panels in Fig. 5A) in each of the subjects is
plotted against their NF success (measured
as the GLM � values). Statistical analysis
showed that the relationship between the
two phenomena was highly significant (r �
0.68, p � 0.01).

Was the Hebbian sharpening localized
to the NF target site or was it present also in
neighboring cortical regions, depending on
their level of activation by the NF task? To
answer this, we conducted two control anal-
yses with two different ROIs as the targets
for the analyses. The first ROI we chose was
a neighboring neutral (nonactivated, see
Materials and Methods) ROI as the target
for the analysis. Repeating the correlation
analysis in identical fashion to that con-
ducted for the dACC ROI (Fig. 5) failed to
show any significant sharpening effect in the
correlation to the “sham” cortical site. The

results are depicted in Figure 6. Comparing Figure 5 and Figure 6
again illustrates the consistent, subject-by-subject difference be-
tween the target and control sites. To examine the possibility of a
rapidly decaying focusing effect in the sham cortical site, we repeated
the analysis for the rest immediately after the NF period. Again, no
significant focusing effect was discerned (mean 0.08 � 0.033, p �
0.1, and 0.09 � 0.036, p � 0.09, for the postsession and day-after,
respectively, and p � 0.45 for the difference).

In addition, we analyzed activity in another ROI, the region that
was the second most activated region during the NF (see Materials
and Methods). We found the same effect, albeit to a lesser extent
(mean 0.42 � 0.04, p � 0.01, and 0.51 � 0.02, p � 0.005, for the

Figure 5. Hebbian-like focusing of resting-state correlations (functional connectivity) induced by a localized cortical activation.
A, A “Gallery” of all 20 subjects who participated in the study. Each panel plots, for all cortical voxels (total n � 19,897 voxels), the
relationship between a voxel’s coactivation with the target ROI (dACC) during NF training (x-axis, measured as linear correlation)
versus the change in its resting-state connectivity to the dACC a day after the training ( y-axis, correlation increment). Note that in
each and every subject, we find a highly significant ( p � 0.005) correlation between training activation and change in connectivity.
Thus, voxels that were coactivated during training increased their resting-state connectivity a day after training, while those that were
decorrelated during training decreased it. Red asterisks indicate subjects whose reported thought content during rest was repetitive inner
speech. B, The NF target ROI, shown by arrow and represented by a red contour. C, A scatter plot demonstrating the relationship between
the individual subjects’ success in NF activation and their correlations from A. � indicates the level of target NF activation during training.
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postsession and day-after, respectively, and
p � 0.01 for the difference).

Selectivity of the Hebbian-like
sharpening effect
To further examine whether the Hebbian
sharpening was selective to the NF activa-
tion site or reflected a more global cortical
phenomena, we mapped changes in
global FC for each cortical voxel. We ana-
lyzed the three rest periods for each sub-
ject individually as follows (Fig. 7A). For
every cortical voxel in each subject, we as-
signed a CI by computing the correlation
of that voxel with all other cortical voxels.
This resulted in a CI map, in which voxels
were assigned high or low values depend-
ing on how widespread their correlations
with the rest of the cortex were. We then
averaged these CI maps across individuals
for each of the rest periods to generate a
multisubject CI map for each period (see
Materials and Methods). These CI maps
were then compared across the rest peri-
ods to reveal changes in global connectiv-
ity. This comparison enabled us to
identify, in a data-driven fashion, those
cortical regions that underwent a signifi-
cant FC change after the NF activation
(Fig. 7A, see Materials and Methods). The
results of this analysis are depicted in Fig-
ure 7B. As can be seen, the region that
underwent the most prominent change in
global connectivity after the training
largely overlapped the NF activation site.

Assessment of subjects’ cognitive state
during rest
Was the subjects’ cognitive state during
the resting-state measurements affected
by the prior NF training? To examine this
issue, we used four complementary ap-
proaches. First, subjects were interviewed
about their thought content after each rest
period (see Materials and Methods for de-
tails). Ten naive raters who were unaware
of which report belonged to which resting
state rated the similarity between these reports and those ob-
tained for the NF period. The rating involved a 5-grade scale for
which 1 � very similar and 5 � very different. The reports for all
three rest periods were rated as very different from the NF strat-
egy (average presession, 4.81 � 0.08; immediate postsession,
4.85 � 0.06; day-after-session, 4.91 � 0.04, respectively). The
internal consistency of the content ratings was very high (Cron-
bach’s � � 0.92). Furthermore, no correlation was found be-
tween the success in NF activation and the resting-state thought
content (r � 0.07, p � 0.8).

Second, we divided the rest reports into two categories, which
appeared to differ in their similarity to the NF strategy (see Ma-
terials and Methods). Comparing the sharpening effects for re-
ports from the two categories failed to show any significant
difference (mean similar, 0.64 � 0.035; different, 0.69 � 0.03,
p � 0.79). Furthermore, no correlation was found between the

rest and NF reports’ similarity rating and the sharpening effects
(r � 0.08, p � 0.74).

Third, we identified a specific group of subjects termed “repeti-
tive speech,” whose thought content appeared clearly remote from
the NF strategy (see Materials and Methods). The Hebbian focusing
effect for this selected group is depicted in red frames in Figure 5A. As
can be seen, no bias for lower sharpening level in this group of sub-
jects can be discerned.

Fourth, comparing the amplitude of BOLD fluctuations during
the NF session with those obtained during the rest periods revealed
that the fluctuations were significantly higher than both the preses-
sion and day after rest periods (p � 0.001 and p � 0.02, paired t test,
respectively, Bonferonni corrected). We took advantage of this ob-
servation to examine, in an objective manner, whether there was a
“replay” of the NF task during the subsequent rest periods. Compar-

Figure 6. Lack of Hebbian-like focusing in a control ROI. A, “Gallery” of all 20 subjects who participated in the study. The analysis
was identical to the one conducted for Figure 4A, except that here the target region was not the NF-activated area (dACC), but a
control region (left middle frontal gyrus) neighboring the dACC that was not activated during the NF. Note the lack of sharpening
effect indicating that the focusing was specific to NF-activated regions. B, Control ROI shown by arrow and represented by a blue
contour. C, Scatter plot demonstrating the lack of relationship between the individual subjects’ level of activation in the control ROI
during the NF session and their correlations from A. � indicates the level of control NF activation during training.
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ing the BOLD fluctuations during the rest periods before and 1 d
after the NF training failed to reveal a significant difference (p �
0.55, paired t test). These results argue against the possibility that
the observed FC changes were due to subjects’ “replaying” the
NF task during the rest period 1 d after the NF training.

Discussion
Our study demonstrates that the pattern of resting-state activity can
be reorganized after a single intense epoch of cortical activation. The
reorganization process followed a remarkably consistent, unitary,
“Hebbian” rule. Therefore, voxels that were coactivated during
training increased their resting-state connectivity 1 d after training,
whereas those that were decorrelated during training, decreased it.
Furthermore, the effect appeared to be linearly related to the magni-
tude of the co-modulation (Fig. 5). Therefore, the main characteris-
tic of the FC restructuring can be described as Hebbian-like
sharpening. The overall consequence of intense cortical activation
was thus to “focus” the patterns of resting-state correlations (FCs)

around the most activated sites. This con-
clusion was further supported by the fact
that, in our purely data-driven analysis of
connectivity, the main site showing reduced
global connectivity overlapped the NF-
activated region (Fig. 7B).

Our results provide a unifying frame-
work to the substantial body of literature
describing such restructurings, in which
some FC changes were reported to be of
deeper anticorrelation (Lewis et al., 2009),
whereas others reported increased FC
levels (Albert et al., 2009; Tambini et al.,
2010; Taubert et al., 2011) or mixed FC
levels (Stevens et al., 2010; Eryilmaz et
al., 2011). Our study shows that both
increases and decreases in FC after the
cortical activation occurred and were
quantitatively proportional to the level
(and sign) of co-modulation. Therefore,
cortical networks that showed antago-
nistic relationship during training (e.g.,
the right IPL and left dACC) showed a
corresponding reduction in their
resting-state FC after training. How-
ever, it is important to point out that
our present study was focused on the
dACC network, so generalization to
other cortical networks necessitates ad-
ditional verification.

Interestingly, our study shows that the
cortical restructuring was significantly ac-
centuated when long versus short delays
were compared (Fig. 3B,C). This unex-
pected finding raises the intriguing possibil-
ity that the enhancement reflects overnight
consolidation effects (Karni et al., 1994;
Laureys et al., 2001; Lamprecht and Le-
Doux, 2004). However, it is also possible
that exhaustion or fatigue processes imme-
diately after the task reduced the full mani-
festation of the FC-restructuring effect.

Although we have used a NF proce-
dure to achieve effective brain activation,
there is no reason to assume that NF per se

played a critical role in the effect. Furthermore, our study was not
aimed to demonstrate an improved dACC control or learning
effects after the NF. The significant link between the extent of
coactivation and the focusing effect (Fig. 5A) suggests that the
critical parameter in restructuring was the task-coactivation level
rather than the NF procedure itself. However, it is possible that
the intensity of the NF activations (Christopher deCharms, 2008)
and the volition-related NF strategy (Preminger et al., 2011) al-
lowed us to generate long-term changes even after 30 min of task
activation.

As mentioned previously, the subjects were all research stu-
dents and this might have contributed to their success in control-
ling the dACC by possibly having enhanced motivation to
succeed in such a NF procedure. Future studies can include pop-
ulations of subjects who are not research students to further gen-
eralize the effect.

It could be argued that our day-after effect might be the result
of subjects’ reenactment of the NF strategy during the rest period

Figure 7. Selectivity of FC-focusing effect. A, Scheme of data analysis pipeline (see Materials and Methods). Left, Subject-level
analysis. For each subject’s functional scan, each voxel’s time course was correlated with the time course of all other voxels (top).
This was repeated for all cortical gray matter voxels, so that each voxel had a single CI that was the mean of its correlation with all
other voxels (CI, middle). The voxel CI was projected onto spatial maps (bottom). Right, Group-level analysis. The voxel connectivity
maps for all subjects in each group were subjected to a voxel-by-voxel paired t test. The resulting FC disparity maps show voxels in
which one group had significantly higher FC. B, Disparity map of the presession versus day-after-session global resting-state FC
(green). NF peak ROIs are indicated by red contour and arrow. Color scale indicates statistical significance.
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on the following day. Several types of analyses were conducted to
rule out this interpretation. First, subjects were interviewed im-
mediately after each of the NF and rest conditions and reported
about their thought content. Detailed, blind analysis of these re-
ports showed a significant difference between the NF and resting
conditions, but no difference between any of the resting condi-
tions themselves and no correlation between the amplitude of NF
activation or the sharpening effect and the category of thought
content during rest. Second, analyzing separately selected groups
of subjects whose reported thought content during the resting
scan appeared to greatly differ from the NF strategy (e.g., repeti-
tive inner speech) failed to reveal a significantly lower focusing
effect (see Results and Fig. 5A).

Finally, using BOLD fluctuation amplitude (power) as a “sig-
nature” of focused cognitive processes, we show that during the
NF, fluctuation power was significantly different from both the
pre- and day-after NF resting states. However, no significant dif-
ference was found between the pre and day-after resting-state
fluctuations themselves. These results argue against the possibil-
ity that the focusing effect was due to subjects’ reenactment of the
NF thought processes during the resting-state periods.

Another trivial explanation for the focusing effect may be sub-
jects’ fatigue or other general time-related effects. Therefore, it
could be argued that the focused FC was not a result of the NF
procedure proper, but was merely due to the repetition of the
fMRI scanning. Three findings argue against a “fatigue” effect.
First, although we have not included a “passive” control group
that did not perform the NF task, our results show that the
amount of focusing effect was specifically linked to the amplitude
of NF activation and not merely to the number of fMRI scans.
Furthermore, the effect was selective to the NF target ROI, be-
cause repeating the same analysis on a sham ROI located near the
NF ROI but not activated failed to reveal the sharpening effect
(Fig. 6). Furthermore, the lack of sharpening effect in the sham
ROI could not be attributed to faster habituation dynamics, be-
cause no significant focusing was found immediately after the NF
period (see Results). Second, the effect was complex in nature, in
fact showing both increases and decreases in resting-state FC
depending on the level of coactivation during the NF session (Fig.
5A). Third, we found, in a largely data-driven manner (although
it should be noted that our analysis is novel and additional re-
search will be needed to fully establish its potential), that the
focusing effect coincided with the specific NF-activated region
(Fig. 7B). The anatomical specificity and activity dependence of
this effect strongly argue against a generalized fatigue produced
by the repeated fMRI scanning as the underlying cause of the
focusing effect.

Our present results offer a unified and plausible explanation
to the remarkably rich and consistent pattern of coordinated ac-
tivity observed during rest. Therefore, our findings are compati-
ble with the hypothesis that the patterning of resting-state activity
is the result of a generalized Hebbian-like sharpening principle
that is initiated by prior network activations. In other words, the
resting-state patterns can be viewed as slowly changing traces that
have been imposed, at least partially, upon the cortical architec-
ture by the accumulated impact of prior cortical activity. How
much of the resting-state connectivity pattern may be attributed
to such prior Hebbian sharpening is still not clear. The actual role
played by such restructuring, whether it simply reflects strength-
ening and weakening of FC (Amedi et al., 2005) or serve some
other function (Esser et al., 2006; Schmidt et al., 2006; Tononi
and Cirelli, 2006), remains to be investigated.

We demonstrate here that a focus of brain activation that
occurred 24 h before the scan could be revealed in a data-driven
and hypothesis-free analysis (Fig. 7B). Of particular relevance is
the observation that this effect was extremely robust and thus
could be detected in every subject tested individually. Given that
the resting-state scan lasted merely 6 min, this result opens up the
exciting possibility that the resting-state patterns may constitute
a powerful brain-wide and personalized “window” into the per-
sonal history of brain activations in individual subjects. Such
information could be important for an objective yet personalized
diagnosis of cortical and cognitive pathologies and perhaps even
the unique habits and traits in healthy individuals.
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